We consider spline estimates which preserve prescribed piecewise convex properties of the unknown function. A robust version of the penalized likelihood is given and shown to correspond to a variable halfwidth kernel smoother where the halfwidth adaptively decreases in regions of rapid change of the unknown function. When the convexity change points are prescribed, we derive representation results and smoothness properties of the estimates. A dual formulation is given which reduces the estimate is reduced to a finite dimensional convex optimization in the dual space.
Introduction
A common problem in nonparametric function estimation is that the estimate often has artificial wiggles that the original function does not possess. In practice, these extra inflection points have a very negative impact on the utility and credibility of the estimate. In this article, we examine function estimation which preserves the geometric shape of the unknown function, f (t). In other words, the number and location of the change points of convexity of the estimate,f (t), should approximate those of f (t).
We say that f (t) has K change points of ℓ-convexity with change points x 1 ≤ x 2 . . . ≤ x K if (−1) k−1 f (ℓ) (t) ≥ 0 for x k ≤ t ≤ x k+1 . For ℓ = 0, f (t) is nonnegative and for ℓ = 1, the function is nondecreasing. In regions where the constraint of ℓ-convexity is active, f (ℓ) (t) = 0 and f (t) is a polynomial of degree ℓ − 1. For 1-convexity, f (t) is constant in the active constraint regions and for 2-convexity, the function is linear. Our subjective belief is that most people prefer smoothly varying functions such as quadratic or cubic polynomials even in the active constraint regions. Thus, piecewise 3-convexity or 4-convexity are also reasonable hypotheses. When the change points are prescribed, convex analysis can be employed to derive representation theorems, smoothness properties and duality results. Our work extends that of Refs. [2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12] to an important class of robust functionals. To motivate robust nonparametric estimation, we show that robust functionals correspond to variable halfwidth data-adaptive kernels, i.e. the effective halfwidth decreases in regions where the unknown function changes rapidly. When the number of change points are known, we prove the existence of a minimum of the penalized likelihood.
Sections 2 and 3 contain functional analysis preliminaries. Lemma 3.1 gives a characterization of negative polar cones in the spirit of [2] . Representation and duality theorems for constrained smoothing splines have been developed in [8, 9, 11] for the case of prescribed convexity change points. In Sections 4 and 6, we generalize these results to the case of nonquadratic penalty functions. In Section 5, we show how robust penalty functions correspond to data-adaptive variable halfwidth kernel smoothers. In Section 7, we consider estimating the change point locations by minimizing the penalized least squares fit.
Functional Analysis Preliminaries
We consider an unknown function, f , is in the Sobolev space W m,p [0, 1] with m ≥ ℓ and 1 < p < ∞, where
For f ∈ W m,p , we have the representation
where P j (t) ≡ t j /(j!). Equation (2.2) decomposes W m,p into a direct sum of the space of polynomials of degree m − 1 plus the set of functions whose first m − 1 derivatives vanish at t = 0, which we denote by W 0 m,p [13] . We define the seminorm f
We endow W m,p with the norm:
3)
The dual space of W m,p is isomorphic to the direct sum of P m−1 and W 0 m,q with q = p/(p−1) and the duality pairing of f ∈ W m,p and g ∈ W m,q is
where a j ≡ f (j) (0) and b j ≡ g (j) (0). We denote the duality pairing by · and the L 2 inner product by · . In [13] , W m,2 is given a reproducing kernel where for each t, f (t) = R t , f . The same reproducing kernel structure carries over to 1 < p < ∞ with
Convex Cone Constraints
In this and the next section, we assume that the change points {x 1 . . . x K } of ℓ-convexity are given and that the unknown function is in the Sobolev space, W m,p [0, 1]. Given change points, {x 1 , x 2 . . . x K }, we define the closed convex cone
where x 0 ≡ 0 and x K+1 ≡ 1. Let x denote the K row vector, (x 1 , x 2 . . . x K ). Throughout this article, we require ℓ ≤ m. By the Sobolev embedding theorem, f (ℓ) (t) is continuous for ℓ < m. For ℓ = m, we require the convexity constraint in (3.1) almost everywhere. We define the class of functions with at most K change points as
By allowing
m,p is the union of convex cones, and is closed but not convex. Similar piecewise ℓ-convex classes are defined in [6] for the case ℓ = m + 1 with a supremum norm on the Hölder constant for f (ℓ−2) .
For Theorem 6.1, we need the following results from convex analysis.
, we are able to give a more explicit characterization of the negative polar. Our result is restricted to ℓ ≤ m while Deutsch et al. [2] consider the more difficult case of m = 0 with ℓ ≥ m.
Proof. Integration by parts yields
which require each term separately to be nonpositive. For t = x K , we choosẽ
where h is a small localization parameter and s + ≡ s for s > 0 and zero otherwise. The boundary conditions at t = 1 are proved inductively with the sequence of test functionsf h (s)
The negative polar is useful in evaluating the normal cone of K:
where C − is the negative polar of C.
Robust splines: Representations and Smoothness
In this section, we generalize representation and smoothness results to a large class of robust functionals. These robust functionals are advantageous because they downweight outliers and adaptively adjust the effective smoothing width. We are given N measurements of the unknown function, f (t):
where the L i are bounded linear operators on W m,p , and the ǫ i are uncorrelated random variables with variance σ
where the ρ i are strictly convex, continuous functions. The standard case is p = 2 and
For an excellent discussion of the advantages of robustness in function estimation, see Mächler [5] . Theorem 4.1 is proven in [11] and Theorem 6.1 is proven in [8] for the case p = 2 and ρ(y) = y 2 . For the unconstrained case of Theorem 4.1, see [5] . Equation (2.5) and the corresponding smoothness results appear in [11] for the case ℓ = 1, p = 2 and L i = δ(t − t i ). The set of {h i , i = 1, . . . , N} separate polynomials of degree m − 1 means that 
in those regions where |f (ℓ) | > 0 for 1 < p < ∞ and ℓ ≤ m.
Proof. The functional (4.2) is strictly convex, lower semicontinuous and coercive, so by Theorem 2.1.2 of Ekeland and Temam [3] , it has a unique minimum,f , on any closed convex set. From the generalized calculus of convex analysis, the solution satisfies 4) where
The normal cone is characterized by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.5. From [11] , each element of N V (f ) is the limit of a discrete sum:
where the t ′ s are in the active constraint region. Integrating (2.4) yields
where dµ corresponds to a particular element of N V (f ). ✷ For h i (s) = δ(s − t i ) and ℓ = m, Theorem 4.1 can be derived as a consequence of the corresponding result for constrained interpolation [7] . Proof. Since (s − t)
is m − ℓ − 2 times differentiable, the first term on the right hand side of (4.5) is m − ℓ − 2 times differentiable. By hypothesis, h i ∈ W 
Equivalent adaptive halfwidth of robust splines
Replacing the standard spline likelihood functional (p = 2 and ρ(y) = y 2 /σ 2 ) in (4.2) with a more robust version has several well-known advantages. First, outliers are less influential when ρ(y) downweights large values of the residual error. Second, for 1 ≤ p < 2, the set of candidate functions are increased, and the solution may have sharper local variation than in the p = 2 case. We now describe a third important advantage: the effective halfwidth adapts to the unknown function.
In [10] , it is shown that as the number of measurements increase the spline estimate converges to a local kernel smoother estimate (provided the measurement times, {t i }, are nearly regularly spaced.) For technical details, see [10] . Convergence proofs are available only for p = 2. The resulting effective kernel halfwidth, h ef f , is scales as h ef f ∼ [λF
, where F (t) is the limiting distribution of measurement points.
For 1 < p < 2, no theory exists on the effective halfwidth of a robust spline estimate. We assume thatf converges to f in W m,p under hypotheses similar to those used for the p = 2 case in [10] . These conditions relate to the discrepancy of the measurement times, {t i }, the smoothness of F (t), and the scaling of the smoothing parameter with N. The appropriate modifications for p = 2 are unknown.
We can make a heuristic two-scale analysis of (4.4) in the continuum. We assume that in the continuum limit, the estimate satisfies the following equation to zeroth order:
where y(t) = f (t)+Z(t), with Z(t) being a white noise process. Away from the m-convexity change points, we linearize 5.1 aboutf (m) (t) ∼ f (m) (t). Letf (t) be the linearized variable for 5.1:
When λ|f (m) (t)| p−2 is small but nonzero, the homogeneous equation may be solved using the Wenzel-Kramer-Brillioun expansion. The resulting Green's function forf may be recasted as a kernel smoother with an effective halfwidth:
For 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, the effective halfwidth of the robustified function automatically reduces the halfwidth in regions of large |f (m) (t)| just like a variable halfwidth smoother. We caution that this result has not been rigorously derived.
For the equivalent kernel, the bias error scales as f (m) (t)h m while the variance is proportional to 1/Nh. The halfwidth that minimizes the mean square error scales as
The two halfwidths agree at p = 2/(2m + 1), but p < 1 is illconditioned.
We recognize that this derivation is formal, but we believe that a rigorous multiple scale analysis may prove 5.3. Our purpose is only to motivate the connection between robust splines and adaptive halfwidth kernel smoothers.
Constrained smoothing splines and duality
In (4.4) , the intervals on which f (ℓ) (t) vanishes are unknowns and need to be found as part of the optimization. Using the differential characterization (4.2) loses the convexity properties of the underlying functional. For this reason, extremizing the dual functional is now preferred.
Theorem 6.1 (Convex Duality) The dual variational problem of Theorem 4.1 is: Minimize over α ∈ lR
where ρ * i is the Fenchel/Legendre transform of ρ i , and
2) subject to the constraints g (j) (0) =g (j) (0), 0 ≤ j < m. The dual problem is strictly convex, and its minimum is the negative of the infimum of (4.2). When the {h i } are linearly independent, the minimum satisfies the differential conditions:
We claim that the Legendre transform of U(f ) is (6.2). Note that χ * 
The remainder of the theorem including the differential conditions (6.3) follows from the general duality theorem of Aubin and Ekeland [1, p. 221] . ✷ An alternative formulation of the duality result for quadratic smoothing problems is given in [9] . For both theories, the case ℓ < m is difficult to evaluate in practice because the minimization in (6.2) can only rarely be reduced to an explicit finite dimensional problem. Only a few partial results are known when ℓ < m [2, 8, 9] . For the case ℓ = m, the minimization over the dual cone can be done explicitly and yields the following simplification:
Corollary 6.2 For ℓ = m, the dual projection, P x * , is a local operator with
i (t)χ x (t) ≥ 0 and zero otherwise. Thus the minimization of (6.2) is finite dimensional.
Change point estimation
When the number of change points is fixed, but the locations are unknown, we can estimate them by minimizing the functional in (2.3) with respect to the change point locations. We now show that there exists a set of minimizing change points. Proof. We use the dual variational problem (2.5) and maximize over x ∈ [0, 1] K after minimizing over the α ∈ R N . We need only consider α in the compact region
For ℓ = m, explicit construction of the functional (2.5) shows that it is jointly continuous in α and x . Since (2.5) is convex in α, Theorem 7.1 follows from the min-max theorem [1, p. 296] . ✷ We conjecture that Theorem 7.1 is true for ℓ < m, but we lack a proof that Eq. (6.2) is continuous with respect to x for ℓ < m. The change point locations need not be unique. The proof requires ≤ instead of < in the ordering x k ≤ x k+1 to make the change point space compact. When x k = x k+1 , the number of effective change points is less than K.
In [6] , Mammen considers the case where K is known but the locations are unknown. The function is estimated using simple least squares on a class of functions roughly analogous to V K,m+1 m,∞ . Mammen proves that this estimate achieves the optimal convergence rate of N −2m/(2m+1) for the mean integrated square error. Unfortunately, Mammen's estimator is not unique and often results in aestetically unappealing fits.
For both formulations. finding the optimal change points locations is computationally intensive. For each candidate set of change points, the the likelihood function needs to be minimized subject to PC constraints. One advantage of our formulation is that for each candidate value of x , the programming problem is strictly convex in the dual. This strict convexity is lost if one uses a penalty functional with p = ∞ as in [6] or p = 1 corresponding to a total variation norm. If the total variation norm is used and an absolute value penalty function is employed (ρ(y) = |y|), the programming problem reduces to constrained linear programming.
Discussion
We have considered robust smoothing splines under piecewise convex constraints. We generalize the standard representation and smoothness results to nonlinear splines using convex analysis. When the same derivative is both constrained and penalized (ℓ = m), the dual problem is finite dimensional.
We have sketched a derivation of the effective halfwidth of a robust spline. By robustifying the functional, the effective halfwidth (5.3) for the equivalent kernel smoother scales as |f (m) (t)| (p−2)/2m . The halfwidth that minimizes the mean square error scales as
2m+1 . Thus robust splines adjust the halfwidth, but not as much as the asymptotically optimal local halfwidth would. When the number of convexity change points is known, their locations may be estimated by minimizing the penalized likelihood. For ℓ = m, we have existence, but not necessarily uniqueness.
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